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Key physics
1. meltwater feedback
2. buoyant jet

Tools
3D-unstructured, finite-element ocean model

Fjord
Salinity: $S_a = 33$ PSU
Temperature: $T_a = 2 \, ^\circ\text{C}$

Depth = 500 m
Width = 200 m
Length = 2000 m
$h = 10$ m
Fix the volume flux of subglacial discharge and change the channel size
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Depth = 500 m
Width = 200 m
Length = 2000 m
h = 10 m

Glacier
Velocity: $v_d$
Salinity: $S_d = 0$
Temperature: $T_d$

Plume
Fjord
$S_a = 33$ PSU
$T_a = 2$ °C
Fix the volume flux of subglacial discharge and change the channel size

Distribution of melt rate [m/day], viewing from the ice face
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